Abstract. The aim of the paper is to describe a system for the head gesture recognition developed in the frame of INTEROB project which is financed by the research grant 131-CEEX-II03/02.10.2006. The goal of this project consists in developing an interaction based on gestures with information on robotic systems. In the paper we discussed a method for controlling the mouse pointer movements on the screen by recognizing the operator head movements captured by a video camera.
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INTRODUCTION

As the computer becomes more and more necessary, we will have to use different computing systems, miniature work stations, mobile and omnipresent but GUI interface types, especially with peripherals like mouse and keyboard won’t be able to stand up to future HCI requirements. The opportunity to create post-WIMP (window, icon, menu, pointer)[1] interfaces that can be represented through gesture interaction techniques, multimodal interfaces, tactile interfaces, virtual reality or augmented reality is being studied lately. These appear from the necessity to have support for a flexible and efficient interaction that can be easily learned and used in a natural and intuitive way.

A system that receives both gesture and voice commands, in case one of the commands is not recognized then the other can substitute. Theoretically, information is efficiently transmitted if the entry modes are many and diverse. That's why the general tendency is to optimize the entry for a certain number of applications but this isn’t a satisfying solution because it leads to the designing of new gesture entries for each application. Gestures must be complementary to each other in order to be used without causing confusion or adverse effects during the interaction with the system. Also if data is difficult to use, to understand or it is tiresome, the users will lose their motivation [2].

Gestures are a natural method of non-verbal communication and their implementation as a non-contact interface command system could bring efficiency in usage [3][4][5]. A method through which the user could easily communicate free and efficiently can be implemented by attaching a digital camera to provide the information for the system to process [6]. We propose to realize such an equipment to allow computer interaction using only head movements and thus to replace the use of mouse and keyboard.

The article is organized as follows:
• A short description of the user head movements recognition and interpretation system;
• Using movement history in a stream of images;
• Presentation of a performance testing method for the proposed approach and the obtained results;
• Application evaluation in 2 games;
• Conclusions.

A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE USER HEAD MOVEMENT RECOGNITION AND INTERPRETATION SYSTEM

Because it proved to be fast and efficient in different illumination and shadow conditions, we use in our approach the Adaboost algorithm for detecting the user’s frontal face. For user head tracking we have used the CAMShift method, after the face is detected with Adaboost. Knowing the user’s head position in every moment for movement recognition, we implemented the method that refers to “movement forms”. The proposed approach has as effect the successful detection, tracking and interpretation of human head movements in
different light and shadow conditions of the surroundings or the face.

Viola et al. [7][8] have used Haar features and a faster method for computing them in images at any scale within the integral image. Haar-like features are efficient in image classification because they encode spatial relations between different image regions. In face detection, these regions are defined by the contrast difference between the eyes and the cheeks or using contrast scales across the nose area and the eyes area.

A cascade of classifiers is a degenerated decisional tree in which at each stage a classifier will reject some background patterns and accept the front faces from the image. The selected features are sorted according to their importance in order to be used as a cascade of classifiers. Each classifier stage is trained using the machine learning algorithm Discrete Adaboost. It builds a strong classifier using a large set of weak classifiers. The speed of feature evaluation is important because the frontal face detection algorithm consists in sliding windows at all scales over the input image. Using this algorithm, user front face is detected in various varying illumination condition, occlusions or image noise.

Because the classifier used by the Viola & Jones algorithm detects only frontal faces (when the user is looking at the webcam) and the purpose of our application is to interpret gestures caused by head translations and rotation, we implemented a tracking algorithm based on color blends - CAMShift (Continuously Adaptive MeanShift) [9] which is an extension of the MeanShift algorithm proposed by [10]. CAMShift is a tracking algorithm that uses a combination of colors (user face skin color, obtained when Adaboost was applied) thus being able to detect head position in video frames, no matter its orientation. CAMShift can be applied in dynamic changing distributions by resizing the next frame’s search window, considering the initial moment (zero-moment) the current frame. This algorithm can be used successfully in anticipating the object’s position in a sequence of video frames. Thus, the face position could be known in case the user is not looking directly towards the webcam, like when the head is nodding, tilting or shaking. After the front face is detected, we create the user’s skin color histogram in Hue Saturation channels from HSV color space [11]. The skin color histogram is used as a model for converting incoming pixels to a corresponding probability of skin image.

After the face is detected through Adaboost, CAMShift is used in tracking. CAMShift is not very accurate, but it can tell us in which area the user’s face is. The search area on which Adaboost can be applied again, for an eventual search will be smaller than the entire frame received from the webcam, but larger than the window returned by CAMShift. Using this approach, we benefit from the advantages offered by the two methods. (efficiency in face detection, tracking speed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time cost per frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaboost</td>
<td>57ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaboost + CAMShift</td>
<td>18ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results were statistically obtained for a period of 5 minutes on a Windows XP system with an Intel Pentium M 1.7 GHz CPU.

The conditions for which Adaboost will search for a face in the whole frame are the following:
- the tracking window is too narrow or too tall;
- the condition imposed by the ratio between height and width of the tracking window is not met, as to represent a face;
- inclination of the ellipse that represents the face is horizontal.
After the first frontal face detection in the video frame is done, I'm using anthropometric human head dimensions [12] (width, height) as a constant. Using this approach, gestures like moving towards and back from the webcam can be recognized.

**USING MOVEMENT HISTORY IN A STREAM OF IMAGES**

The main methods of movement recognition and interpretation consist of trajectory analysis of the moving parts [14][15][16], using the hidden state-space Markov model [16] or the active-passive model [18].

In [19] there exists an alternative for the gesture recognition methods through frame superposing that form a specific movement for the human behavior motion patterns. Looking at a movement in an unclear video sequence two reference points are obvious. The first is the spatial area in which the movement takes place. This reference point is given by the pixel area where something is significantly modifying, no matter the way in which it moves. The second reference point is the way in which the movement evolves within this area (i.e. an element which expands or which rotates in a certain location). The human visual system has developed its own ways to exploit these notions of how and where, and it captures sufficient movement proprieties to be used in recognition.

Li et al [20] recognize out-of-plane head rotations as yaw and pitch using a detector-pyramid. In our approach, knowing the user’s head position in every moment, the MHO algorithm can be applied. Using this method, the advantage consists in the fact that the movement within a number of frames can be resumed in a single gradient image, and this model is not time related. The main problem in using this method consists in segmenting and labeling the silhouette that performs the movement. In our case the silhouette labeling is made using the Adaboost-CAMShift method. Most of the silhouette extraction approaches use background, optic flow or stereoscopic extraction. We chose the frame difference method. We calculate the direction of those components which define the movement, only if they lie within the face area. Making use of the movement direction detection from the gradient (motion gradient operation – MGO) [19] and the ellipsis which frames the face area applying CAMShift, it allows us to recognize translation, rotation and inclination head gestures.

**Fig. 2.** a) Head gesture detection in down/left rectangle;  
   b) Skin color probability - the brighter pixels have the highest probability to be skin pixels;  
   c) MHI representation

In the figure 2.b. the red ellipsis successfully marks the user’s face area due to applying the detection and tracking algorithm. Next to it in c. is an example of the frame with MHI applied. The red square marks the face area. Direction and magnitude are calculated only for components within the face area (green marked). The current frame movement direction, after summing the shift vectors, is represented in the lower right area.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

To test the head movement gestures recognition rate we implemented a test application. At application start, we present a movie of a virtual character that performs a series of directional gestures using its head, and
the user must reproduce them. The test application receives the webcam’s frame flow and recognizes user gestures. Accuracy correctly detected gestures is 74.2%.

![Fig. 3. Results of the head tracking system](image)

In this graphic, the virtual character’s gestures are blue marked. Red marks gestures are recognized by the test application. In this case, in which the user must reproduce the virtual character’s movements, as noticed in the representation, a delay appears due to the necessary user time to recognize the virtual character’s gesture.

INTEGRATION IN APPLICATIONS

We also tested this approach’s efficiency in 2 computer-games: Pac-Man and Counter Strike 1.6. In the arcade game Pac-Man the user’s head movements direct the main character through the labyrinth to gather points and to avoid the ghosts. One of the users specified that after the test/evaluation period of the implementation, when he wanted to play the game at home, on his one PC, he would have wanted to be able to control the Pac-Man character using head gestures instead of directional keyboard buttons.

Counter Strike is a FPS (first person shooter) game, in which movement through the virtual space is done using the directional keys and the point of view is modified through mouse movement. In our test application, a user head movement leads to a change in the point of view, i.e. when moving the head to the right, the point of view will move to the right.

CONCLUSION

When the users need to select an object of interest by pointing it using physical interfaces as mouse, keyboard, tracking or sensors, the action is carried out indirectly. A software tracker which can follow the user’s face, without any specialized equipment and in a completely passive and non-interfering way is a great success.

Our tests have found that most users were able to control sample applications after a few minutes of practice.

Perceptual user interfaces are inspired from real world and human-to-human interactions. Research in this field will allow people to use technology more efficient, natural and easy to learn.
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